The contingent negative variation (CNV) to fear-related stimuli in acquisition and extinction.
Contingent Negative Variation (CNV) in anticipation of phobic and neutral slide material was recorded in Acquisition of a learned association between tone pitch and slide type, and in Extinction (following removal of slide presentation). In phobic volunteers, no clear CNV differentiation between 'phobic' and control condition was apparent in either Acquisition or Extinction. For Control subjects, a different pattern entirely has been demonstrated, with anticipation of the neutral condition giving rise to a larger CNV than anticipation of the 'phobic' condition (in Acquisition). In addition, Extinction led to a reversal of this CNV amplitude relationship, with the tone previously associated with the phobic slide producing a DC-shift which was larger than that following the tone previously paired with the neutral slide. The results are compatible with a dynamic model of CNV generation according to which CNV amplitude is positively related to an expectancy for reward or non-punishment but inversely related to an expectancy for punishment or non-reward.